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FACILITATORS
Urban C:Lab

Urban C:Lab/Buro Happold
Urban C:Lab is a learning, development and
research programme initiated by
Buro Happold that sets both within and
apart from the company as a whole.
The Urban C:Lab cohort are selected from
the firm-wide future leadership for a two
year programme.
Based on the free-thinking, nonhierarchical structure of thinktanks like
Lockheed Martin’s famous Skunkworks,
C:Lab is an independent programme

divorced from typical project constraints,
that focuses on exploring emergent,
multi-disciplinary disruption in the built
environment at both the building and city
scales. A collaborative endeavour, Urban
C:Lab partners with clients, designers,
academia, think tanks and external
institutions to reimagine and challenge how
our environments are designed.
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The Academy of Urbanism

The City of Edinburgh Council

The Academy of Urbanism is a politically
independent, not-for-profit organisation
that brings together both current and next
generation urban leaders, thinkers and
practitioners to explore the urban context.

Based in Scotland’s capital city, the Council
provides a range of public services to over
498,800 citizens. The City of Edinburgh
Council is responsible for providing
political leadership and governance for a
comprehensive range of services across
the city.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Summary
In summary, the sprint explored a
number of key concepts within the tight
timescale and it is clear that there are
many opportunities, within and beyond
Edinburgh, to improve the city’s relationship
to the sea. Improving physical and digital
connectivity will support economic
opportunities and social mobility, whilst
incorporating green and blue infrastructure
along active travel routes will provide
physical and mental wellbeing benefits and
boost the city’s climate resilience.

Developing areas for industry, housing
and innovation across the city will support
Edinburgh’s existing businesses and attract
new investments into the city. Finally,
Edinburgh’s heritage and character was
recognised as one of the city’s most
valuable assets throughout the sprint, and
new development should place the city’s
identity and local communities at its heart
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INTRODUCTION
Why a Design Sprint?

Format

“Design sprints” have been developed
across multiple industries as a way
of engaging in innovative design
thinking quickly and at low risk, to take
new products, ideas, and services to
market. Buro Happold employs the
basic methodology of design sprints to
explore broad topics and themes across
our projects and areas of influence in a
nimble way, enabling the agile creation of
strategic thought leadership and roadmaps
for progress. To date, Urban C:Lab has
collaborated with the cities of Eindhoven,
Barcleona, NYC, Dubai and Berlin on design
sprints targeting key issues for those urban
contexts, and has also staged sprints which
re-imagined the urban high street, shopping
centres, and a shift toward human centric
design.

Generally, this design sprint followed the
format depicted graphically to the right:
an introduction and “scene-setting” (as
established in the briefing pack attached in
Appendix A) to the City of Edinburgh and
it’s shore; an exercise envisioning what an
idealised state of affairs in various sectors
(transport, commerce, tourism, etc.) would
look like; and application of these ideals to
Edinburgh’s coastline. These were applied
across several different scales (regional,
citywide, and across different notional
neighbourhood “types”) so that the
challenges and opportunities for each of
these sectors could be examined.
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DAY 1

DAY 2

Intro + Context

Recap + Edinburgh’s background

Ideal scenario for a
coastal city (8 themes)

Site specific proposal
(8 sites, 4 scales)

Feedback + Discuss

Feedback + Discuss

Report + Recommendations
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INTRODUCTION
The sprint topic: Edinburgh’s
Relationship to the Sea
Despite Edinburgh’s proximity to the sea
and its kilometres of beautiful coastline, it
is not often thought of as a coastal city. The
city’s identity, and indeed its foundation,
has always looked away from the sea and
toward historic Old Town, Georgian New
Town, and Edinburgh Castle. The industries
for which it is known (finance, high tech,
and academia) and the festivals for which it
is known worldwide – the annual Edinburgh
International Festival and Edinburgh
International Fringe Festival – take little to
no notice of the city’s maritime presence.
This sprint sought to reimagine Edinburgh’s
relationship with the sea as a vibrant,
central part of city’s life, commerce, and
future, recognizing both the opportunities it
affords and the challenges the city’s coastal
position presents.

Challenges of coastal cities
Over the past few decades, more people
and infrastructure have massed along
the world’s shores than ever before, with
coastal cities expanding at unprecedented
scales. As these cities grow and urbanize,
they often become detached from their
environmental surroundings, and yet, the
demands of their local ecosystems remain,
sometimes threatening the viability of the
cities themselves. Modern coastal cities
also face the unique challenges presented
by underutilised and stranded fishing and
shipping assets, rising sea levels, shifts
from maritime trade, and the destruction
and loss of seaside habitat--all of which
contribute to a loss of connection to the
sea. Edinburgh is no different. However, as
some long stretches of its coastline were
only ever lightly developed, if at all, the
opportunities for re-imagining the coastline
are greater and the obstacles are less than
those faced by many other cities.
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DAY 1

DAY 2

Intro + Context

Recap + Edinburgh’s background

Ideal scenario for a
coastal city (8 themes)

Site specific proposal
(8 sites, 4 scales)

Feedback + Discuss

Feedback + Discuss

Report + Recommendations
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INTRODUCTION

DAY 1
Intro + Context

Desired outcomes of the
Design Sprint

Approach to the Design Sprint
sessions

What does a successful coastal
city look like?

Drawing on the context given in the
Attendee Briefing Packs (see Appendix
A) and attendee’s individual knowledge
and experience, the aim of the sprint was
to first imagine what characterised an
ideal coastal city, and then to apply this
idealized vision to Edinburgh and its coast.
What factors led to success in all of the
realms that make a modern city vibrant,
liveable, equitable, and future-proof? What
challenges – and what opportunities – do
these various sectors present?

The format of the sprint session, while
ultimately a visioning exercise with practical
aims at its heart, stresses blue sky thinking:
a recognition of constraints, but a spirit
of “what if we could?” By starting with
an idealization of outcomes divorced of
context, the goal was to then apply those
ideals to the design sprint proposition and
then ask, given the realities, “why not”?

As a part of scene-setting, the sprint
participants reviewed case studies at
the city scale where integration of
urban settings with coastal locations
yielded positive results. Rather than
providing fixed, prescriptive solutions,
these exemplars were presented to
spark conversation, inspire, and suggest
opportunities. A brief summary of these
case studies follows…

Ideal scenario for a coastal
city (8 themes)

Feedback + Discuss

DAY 2
Recap + Edinburgh’s background

Site specific proposal
(8 sites, 4 scales)

Feedback + Discuss

Report + Recommendations
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COASTAL CITIES TRANSFORMATION INSPIRATION
Hamburg

Vancouver

Barcelona

The HafenCity project is Europe’s largest
inner-city urban development project,
aiming to be the blueprint for the new
European waterfront city. The mixed-use
development replaces the former port
with residential, commercial, leisure and
tourism facilities. HafenCity’s commitment
to ecological sustainability and supporting
social mix is underpinned by a network of
high-quality public spaces and economic
sustainability elements, increasing
Hamburg’s resilience and embracing its
coastal connections.

Vancouver’s redundant industrial coastline
was redeveloped in the early 2000s to
create a vibrant coastal destination. Reclaiming the coastline through a large
number of mixed-use public spaces, the
shoreline now includes a combination of
green and blue infrastructure to protect
the city against rising sea levels.

Barcelona’s coastline was developed in
conjunction with preparations for the
1992 Olympic Games. As part of this
€2.2bn redevelopment scheme, a 2-mile
beachfront was restored to recreational
use and a marina was built, totally
reinvigorating the city’s disused industrial
coastline. Barcelona’s beaches now provide
an important leisure asset for the city’s
residents, while enhancing its booming
tourism trade.

Pre-regeneration

Pre-regeneration

Pre-regeneration

Post-regeneration
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Post-regeneration

Post-regeneration
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DAY1/ SCENARIOS
TO BE STUDIED
Following on from the case studies, what
an idealized city looked like in each of the
following “scenarios” was discussed:

Urban
Neighbourhoods

Active Space

Industry

Seaside Ecology

Promoting outside
recreation and sporting
activities

Creating a favourable
environment for
business, industry and
commerce

Enhancing and
protecting the coast’s
natural habitat and
seaside ecology

Climate Resilience

Tourism

Place Identity

Ensuring adaptability and
flexibility in response to
shocks and stresses

Attracting tourists and
visitors

Culture and
Heritage

Linking future and
existing communities
together

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT

Preserving cultural
heritage while supporting
creative activities

Establishing and
maintaining a strong
sense of place
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DAY1/ IDEAL SCENARIOS
FOR A COASTAL CITY
The following key ideas were developed for
each scenario:

Urban Neighbourhoods

Active Space

Industry

Seaside Ecology

• Maintaining identity
• Diversity
• Empowerment

• Harnessing the dynamism of
the coast
• Balancing tourism with
local needs
• Active infrastructure

• Robust infrastructure
• New technologies
• Better management of
legacy industries

• Habitat restoration
• Making the shore and the sea
visible creating
• Opportunities for engagement

Climate Resilience

Tourism

Culture and Heritage

Place Identity

• Natural barriers
• Space for floodwater
• Reinventing the shoreline

• De-centralised
• Year-round tourism
• Blended into seaside
neighbourhoods

• Linking the centre to the coast
• Coastal assets can be celebrated?
• A cultural promenade or seaside
corridor

• Identity
• Diversity
• Empowerment

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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DAY1/ IDEAL SCENARIOS
FOR A COASTAL CITY
Urban Neighbourhoods

Climate Resilience

Active Space

1. Protecting communities at risk

1. Wild swimming/faimily
friendly coasts

1. Protecting communities at risk

1. An active boardwalk like Coney Island
2. Canals as flood storage

1. Digital infrastructure that connects
neighbourhoods
2. Industrial growth that doesn’t
displace citizens

1. Using technology to improve
outcomes
2. Reduce the impacts of new
development

1. Connecting coastal neighbourhoods
to the city centre and the coast
2. Neighbourhoods that represent their
residents
1. Engagement with local environmental
groups - seeing is caring
2. Open access to the water’s edge

1. Plantings at water’s edge
2. Natural softscapes instead of
hardened water’s edge

Tourism

Industry

1. Tourism at the sea integrated
with neighbourhoods
2. Tourism housing that doesn’t
compete with resident housing

1. Digital infrastructure that
connects neighbourhoods
1. Industrial growth that doesn’t
displace citizens

1. Canals as flood storage

1. Using technology to
improve outcomes
1. Reduce the impacts of
new development

Culture and Heritage

1. Connecting coastal neighbourhoods
to the city centre and the coast
2. Neighbourhoods that represent
their residents

Seaside Ecology

Place Identity

1. Engagement with local environmental
groups - seeing is caring
2. Open access to the water’s edge

1. Community engagement
2. Improved access to the sea will
enhance its identity
3. Diversity

1. Plantings at water’s edge
2. Natural softscapes instead of
hardened water’s edge

1. Create cultural activities along
the shore

1. Re-establishing natural edges
to improve storm resilience
2. New natural walk on water’s edge

1. An app that details activities
and events
2. Tourism fueled by cultural venues
and nature

1. Floating accommodation

1. Tourism that honors the coast

1. Better transport links

1. Renewable and green energy
2. Monitoring water quality
and wildlife

1. Industry that doesn’t compromise
the area’s character

1. Create cultural activities
along the shore

1. An app that details activities
and events
2. Tourism fueled by cultural venues
and nature

1. Tourist and cultural trail

1. Repurposing stranded assets
2. Art installations that highlight the
sea and its ecology

1. Re-establishing natural edges
to improve storm resilience
2. New natural walk on water’s edge

1. Floating accommodation

1. Monitoring water quality
and wildlife
1. Renewable and green energy

1. Tourist and cultural trail

1. Tourism that honors the coast

1. Industry that doesn’t compromise
the area’s character

1. Art installations that highlight the
sea and its ecology
2. Repurposing stranded assets

1. Wild swimming/faimily
friendly coasts

1. Tourism housing that doesn’t
compete with resident housing
2. Tourism at the sea integrated with
neighbourhoods

As discussion of the scenarios developed,
the interconnections between them
became clear:

1. An active boardwalk like Coney Island

1. An active boardwalk like Coney Island

1. Community engagement
2. Improved access to the sea will
enhance its identity
3. Diversity
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DAY1/ IDEAL SCENARIOS
FOR A COASTAL CITY - THEMES
During Day 1, the following themes emerged:

Coastlines offer their cities
huge but unmet potential and
opportunities:
During the design there was enthusiasm
about seizing the opportunities that
coastal cities still have to offer for tourism,
industry, active space and leading the way in
climate adaptation and mitigation. This was
expressed by advocates for virtually every
scenario.

We need to engage a diverse range
of individuals and groups from
existing and new communities for
transformational change:

Connectivity between coastal
spaces and the rest of the city is
the key to taking advantage of
opportunities:

Sprint participants discussed the role
of place identity in ensuring locals feel
connected, development is holistic, and
communities thrive. This is of particular
importance in coastal towns and cities that
have large, seasonal tourist populations.
Sustainable cities need mixed-use
neighbourhoods and robust infrastructure
that supports tourism, industry and other
aspects of city life.

Both locals and tourists need reliable,
affordable and efficient public transport
and active travel routes in order for them
to access the coastline and the amenities
that it offers. Green and blue infrastructure
along active travel routes contributes to
quality of life, whilst also providing climate
adaptation benefits, and supporting and
connecting urban and coastal biodiversity
and isolated neighbourhoods.

We need a better, more thorough
and deeper understanding of
the sea:
Cities and their residents are unable
to connect with the sea if they do not
see it and cannot interact with it. Sprint
participants proposed a combination
of educational corridors and hubs, and
information boards displaying real-time
data on local marine habitats in order to
improve local knowledge of life underwater.
The idea of creating underwater national
parks was also put forward, protecting and
drawing attention to marine life.

Participants emphasised the importance
of political culture and will that empower
local people and allow communities to
grasp economic levers to deliver impactful
change that suits them.

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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DAY2/ EDINBURGH AS A COASTAL CITY
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
The second session of the sprint looked
more closely at Edinburgh’s context,
exploring the city’s historic development,
the challenges and opportunities it faces,
and how the idealised scenarios developed
in Day 1 could be applied to the very real
Edinburgh. Some of the challenges and
opportunities that were cited by sprint
participants at the beginning of the session
are cited below.

CHALLENGE

OPPORTUNITY

Green space

Edinburgh has a wealth of green spaces across
the city, but they are not distributed evenly.
Some communities close to the sea. These
green spaces are a public amenity and provide
a wide range of co-benefits such as biodiversity
and ecosystem support, climate adaptation and
mitigation, a space for community engagement
and education, and mental and physical wellbeing benefits.

Climate change
and sea level
rise

Edinburgh’s sea level is projected to increase
by 10-18cm by 2050 and 23-39cm by 2095.
Coastal flooding has not been a challenge for
Edinburgh up to now, but there are concerns
that climate change could lead to more
widespread coastal flooding from rising sea
levels, increased storm surges and rougher sea
conditions.

Local and
regional
connectivity

Connectivity within Edinburgh and between
Edinburgh and other cities, nationally and
regionally, is vital for the city’s economic, social
and environmental progress. Whilst Edinburgh
has a public transport system consisting of buses,
trams and rail links, opportunities remain to
improve public transport and active travel links.

Affordability

Edinburgh is the least affordable Scottish city for
both buyers and renters, with the average house
costing more than 6 times the average fulltime wage. Whilst typical Scottish rent equates
to one-third of average earnings, the ratio in
Edinburgh is 45%.

De-carbonisation
and climate
adaption

Edinburgh’s future climate adaptation presents
opportunities for carbon capture and storage,
the development of low-carbon neighbourhoods
and offsetting carbon emissions.

Spacial
inequality

Whilst Edinburgh is one of Scotland’s most
affluent cities, 16% of residents, including 21%
of children, are living in poverty. Poverty is not
distributed equally across the city, with poverty
rates at the ward level varying from 5% to 29%.

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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DAY 2/ EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP
TO THE SEA AT DIFFERENT SCALES
Edinburgh’s relationship to the sea cannot
be fully understood at a single scale.
A sustainable and resilient future for
Edinburgh’s coastline requires systems
thinking and transformational change that
goes beyond just ‘local’ action; in order
to understand Edinburgh’s potential we
need to explore the city’s connections
both within its boundaries and beyond,
identifying opportunities and challenges
that its coastal position offers.

In the second session of the sprint, groups
were tasked with applying their blue-sky
thinking to case studies at various scales
across Edinburgh, Scotland and the wider
Nordic region. The sprint explored the
following scales:

2

1: 4 ‘Character Areas’ within Edinburgh
2: Edinburgh City

3

3: The Central Belt
4: Across the entire Nordic region
These are described in more detail in the
following pages.
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DAY 2/ EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP
TO THE SEA AT DIFFERENT SCALES
The following “scales” were examined:

CHARACTER AREA 1 THE GREEN COAST:

CHARACTER AREA 2 THE PORT:

CHARACTER AREA 3 THE TWO HARBOURS:

CHARACTER AREA 4 SEASIDE PROMENADE:

Largely undeveloped shorefront

Some industry with legacy fishing and
shipping activity

Marinas and Residential development

Victorian commercial, residential and
leisure site

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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DAY 2/ EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP
TO THE SEA AT DIFFERENT SCALES
The following “scales” were examined:

EDINBURGH CITY SCALE:

CENTRAL BELT SCALE:

THE NORDICS:

Edinburgh in its entirety

A coast-to-coast region encompassing Glasgow and Edinburgh

A broader region that echoes the
boundaries of the Hanseatic League in a
modern context

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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DAY 2/ EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP
TO THE SEA AT DIFFERENT SCALES
The following key ideas were developed for each scenario:

CHARACTER AREA 1 THE GREEN COAST:

CHARACTER AREA 2 THE PORT:

CHARACTER AREA 3 THE TWO HARBOURS:

CHARACTER AREA 4 SEASIDE PROMENADE:

• Green corridors for connectivity
• Focus on swimming
• Make the coast attractive

• Focus on mobility and access
• Attract new industries
• Impove public realm and wayfinding

• Nature-based solutions
• Flood resilient design
• Addressing inequalities

• Build perpendicular to the coastline
• Place-making through local harbours
• Improve connectivty

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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DAY 2/ EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP
TO THE SEA AT DIFFERENT SCALES
The following key ideas were developed for each scenario:

EDINBURGH CITY SCALE
GROUP 1:
• A ‘las ramblas’ for
Edinburgh
• Redevelop disused
tunnel as cyclepath
• Celebrate local
identities

GROUP 2:
• Convert ringroad
to canal
• Soft edge coastline
• Seasonally adaptive
modular structures

CENTRAL BELT SCALE:

THE NORDICS:

• Build perpendicular to the coastline
• Place-making through local harbours
• Improve connectivty

• Nordic float festival
• Green tourism
• Building partnerships

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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FIVE BIG IDEAS
FOR EDINBURGH
The scenarios explored in the design sprint
highlight many ideas, and whilst each
proposal was presented separately, they
complemented each other. Five themes
that emerged across all scales included:

01

02

03

04

05

Connectivity:

Opening up the
seaside:

Making the coast
vibrant:

Ecology:

Appropriate
development:

Providing greenspace and
connections to nature for all.

Cultural connections
and activities.

On foot, by public transport,
by bike, and electronically.

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT

Preserving the coast’s ecology,
and educating residents about its
vibrancy, addressing climate change.

Development that honours the
coast and Edinburgh’s character.
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1/5: CONNECTIVITY
new airport in the central
belt - to share between
Glasgow and Edinburgh
one major city connection
rather than 2 cities, the
periphery becomes more
valuable

space for
people to live
and work
along the
canal

Efficient movement of people and goods is
essential for a productive economy, as well
as for social cohesion, health and well-being,
not just at the neighbourhood or city scale
but also regionally.

Systems thinking:
Sprint participants discussed the role
of place identity in ensuring locals feel
connected, development is holistic, and
communities thrive. This is of particular
importance in coastal towns and cities that
have large, seasonal tourist populations.
Sustainable cities need mixed-use
neighbourhoods and robust infrastructure
that supports tourism, industry and other
aspects of city life.

Connecting Edinburgh
and Glasgow:
Whilst the Edinburgh Glasgow Improvement
Programme will improve rail connections
between Scotland’s two largest cities, the
sprint team focusing on the central belt

scale explored the possibility of joining the
two cities with a canal, connecting the North
Sea with the Atlantic Ocean. This would
improve freight connections, redistribute
wealth across the central belt and bring
the connection with the sea inland. Pushing
the boundary of ideas, you could even
have extreme potentials such as combining
Edinburgh and Glasgow to form one
super-city.

Click here to view all the
‘Vision Boards’ online
(zoomable)

A new
world-scale
sculpture
trail

canal routes and
connections to
communities new destinations
for tourism

Diﬀerent
scale across
those
networks

networks!
among
seaside
communities

the
environment there's an
opportunity to
create alliances

Already exists
between
certain
communities

Tourism

three
harbor
festival

what have the
nordic
countries done
well that an be
copied?

green
tourism

what's the
driver of
connection
at this scale?

Strong
independent
community
How does this
connect to Places
like Shetland and
the Faroe Islands?

Real estate
development

Range of
structures
which needs to
allow access

Initial
thoughts

Partnerships
built from
similarities

What have
you done
well, how
did it work?

A new suez
or panama
canal

The canal
conjoins the
two cities. The
northern
powerhouse...!

Grass
Roots?

How
does this
happen?

Happening
on the
boat

Which
drivers are
strongest at
this scale?

What
are the
catalysts

Low emissions
from the Firth
to the Clyde

Created
by art?

Establishing
a baseline
level of
cleanliness.

Climate
+

Network to
the sea /
through
the sea

Densifying the
canal - a new
urban corridor
through the
Central Belt?

Governance?

Alliances in
ecology &
regulations to
help to restore
habitate

Connections
across the
sea

Outlook
to the
sea

Barriers to
education &
educational
exchange?

What are the
things which
could be
undertaken to
breakdown the
barriers?

Three
harbour
festival?

A of
reinvigorating
towns along
the way Kirkintilloch

Old Fashion
Cooperation

Tariﬀs?

If you dont see
the thing then
it becomes
relevant.

Canal goes
through areas
of low and
high
deprivation

Also in
secondary
and primary
education

Alliances between
oceanographic
departments of coast
univerisites

How is this
relevant in
other
ways?

Growth of
small
businesses in
response to
custom.

Floating
festival

Developing
skills

Floating
Nordic
University?

Host
cities

Reintroducing the cruise on a Skiﬄe

Marina
Sailing /
boatingo

Climate

Getting
to shore

this is
where I
dock my
boat

TO THE NORTH POLE

NORTH POLE CENTRE

I wish I had
a boat like
this one

Maritime
education and
recreation
journey

Maritime Farming

Safe swimming area

use the
unbuilt
spaces?

Seaweed +
Maritime
farming

create a canal? or
if not, fountains/
water features to
keep the 'water'
theme?

Arctic
maritime
farming
industry

drinking
fountains connect to
reliance on
water?

Active nodes
along journey

using the
spaces in
between

Low-lying
pools/
fountains

shared
experience/
common topic e.g. via
installation/
exhibition/ activity

how to get
people to
speak to
eachother

custodianship
of the sea

how to pull
people through
to the coast?

give reason to
pause

people based
programmes rather
than higher powers

safety
concerns
low water can walk across

similar to clevedon?

creating a
journey

use this as a starting
point to create tidal pools

develop a network/
system of marine
based recreation
and eduction nodes
between city and
sea

without having
people pass
straight
through on
way to coast

USE
UNBUILT
SPACE

"MAKE VISIBLE
WHAT'S
BELOW THE
SURFACE"

evening events?
create a nightlife?
ﬂoating bar?

Phosphorescence
to light at night??

CONNECTION
TO ARCTIC
TRAVEL?

TIDAL POOLS AS
FOCUS POINT FOR
EDUCATION ON
RISING SEA LEVELS?

MARINE BASED
FARMING?
for example
seagrown.co.uk

swimming/
water based
leisure

use tidal
nature of coast
= huge range
of ecology
opportunities

Connection
to nature

how to revert away
from needing lots of
'gear' to swim, back to
fundamental skill

everyone learns to
lifeguarding schools
swim
buddy program llinking
parts of the city

incorporate
schools?
Educational
corridor

USE AS STARTING
POINT FOR
NORTHERN TRAVEL?

functions?
be conscious
of the ebb/
ﬂow of people
through the
day

educational
journey

HOW TO SHARE
GLOBAL
RESOURCE?
(ARCTIC)

keeping the sea clean

how to
educate on the
lasting eﬀects
of marine
pollution

Research
station

use the
connection
between rich
ecology and
impact of waste

knowing and
understanding
our impacts on
the sea

Swimming
buddies to bring
people from
diﬀerent
communities
together

Estuary
ecology we should
know more

information
boards

art
installations/
sculptures
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An opportunity
to spread the
wealth across
the Central
Belt

More high
proﬁle
attractions
along the
canal

Use the height
diﬀerence to
create a river
rapid

Improved digital connections:
When addressing connectivity, technological
ties as well as physical ties need to be
considered. Improved broadband across all
of Scotland, ensuring the islands are as well
connected as cities, would provide economic
and social benefits throughout the country.
Digital connectivity and online teaching also
provides a means of connecting Scotland to
the Arctic and Nordic regions. The University
of the Highlands and Islands demonstrates
the power of remote communication and
teaching to form connections between
Scotland’s remote areas.

central
belt - 69 m
of water
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2/5: OPENING UP
THE SEASIDE

DIAGRAMS
Las
Ramblas
for
Edinburgh

Create modes of travel for
younger people or other
people without access to
driving/cars to come into
Edinburgh to enjoy the
design interventions we're
adding.

Digital network and connectivity develop a new app that both shows the
physical infrastructure but also
encourages information exchange across
the network - highlights local businesses,
asks for views on new or proposed
interventions, showcases events, but also
tells the stories of these places nd their
communities - solicits views of what they
would like to see here

Whilst regional connectivity is needed to
maximise Edinburgh’s potential, improved
connectivity at the city scale is also
needed to address the city’s social and
environmental challenges. What does this
look like at the coastline?

Making active travel the default:
Edinburgh’s existing active travel routes
should be improved by creating additional
connecting routes where there are gaps
in the network that prevent access to the
shore, adding green and blue infrastructure
to the routes, and creating a series of
biodiversity corridors. Benefits would
include promoting active travel, supporting
biodiversity, improving flood resilience and
making the city more accessible for
non-car owners.
In order to celebrate the city’s heritage and
character, participants suggested re-opening
the tunnel from Waverly Station to King
George V Park for pedestrians and cyclists,

creating a direct route from the station to
the sea, improving connectivity for residents
and tourists.

Efficient and affordable
public transport:
As well as challenging the traditional private
vehicle focus of city planning, participants
highlighted the need for affordable, fast and
accessible public transport. Whilst the city
has a successful tram network that makes
the city centre more accessible, public
transport could be improved outside of the
city centre and along the shore. A site for
a new transport hub was identified at the
intersection of road and rail infrastructure
near Portobello, with the aim of improving
connectivity to the neighbourhood
and attracting visitors to the seaside at
Portobello, and then, via active walking and
cycleways, to the seaside as a whole.
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Click here to view
all the ‘Vision
Boards’ online
(zoomable)

Local identity,
art projects,
funding for
water sports

Health centres
- sister health
centers, city
centers and
cost

No social
barrier to
enjoying the
sea and open
spaces

Reconnect existing cycle network
- via old rail tunnel - from heart
of waverley station to heart of
George V park.
Could provide tourists as well as
local community direct access
from station to coast

As outcome of increased
car use post -covid a
Proposed Road connection
idea goes out on social
media - a scare story to link
M9/M8 airport and A1
in the sea ....................
a disruptor to provoke
change

Creating legible
and accessible
pathways through
edinburgh and to
the coast for
visitors

Blue - Green corridors connectivity across the city and
to the sea.
Use existing infrastructure of cycleways, parks and link
together also use the out of service rail infrastructure
Combined beneﬁts: Regreening the city, increased
biodiversity, increased resilience to ﬂood if designed
appropriately, increased cycle and walking
connectivity.
New Edinburgh Coastal cycleway - along full length of

Ensuring that
residential
development
doesn't take
precedence over
public realm

coast with nodes at intersections to radial network
back into heart of the city. At each node - have an
intervention - public art, rain garden, curated by local
community

Start with
communities and
local identity of each
distinctly to
empower deprived
coastal communities

Destinations
at key nodes

Hydrofoil
connection to
Fife linking by
Tram to city
centre

Las
Ramblas
for
Edinburgh

sticky notes
are shapes,
too

Las
Ramblas
for
Edinburgh

and another

shared serviced
between the
communities
across the city.
city to sea and cia
versa

Victoria Quay
as sporting
activity hub?
Need more
public realm

Scottish
Venice?

Signage and
wayﬁnding
to traverse
the port?

Public
Access?

Lateral
Connection

New
Nature
Park?

Community
artwork in
disused
railway tunnel

Wildlife
Wind
turbines
Important
heritage
buildings

Exposed
but part of
the
attraction

no clear
wayﬁnding

Natural links
and lines to
shape the
public realm

New Sub sea
cable to allow
new
international
data links

Film
Studio
20 Minute
Neighbourhod
New Jobs

new housing
developments

Massive
Car
Park!

Pedestrian walkway

Cycling

Tram

Film
industry?

Toronto has
had success
redeveloping
its water front

Light! Make
safe and
accessible
all year

Connect train
station to the sea
though a network
of cycle and
walking routes

Future of
international
travel -->
Sleeper trains

no real one
identity?
Masters of
none?

and so forth

and so on

so many shapes

Problematic?
Public realm?
Active frontage?

Have
fun in
the rain

and another!

so clever!

Restricts
through
walking
access

which leads to this

shapes

Reinvigorate
valleys as
connective routes
between city
districts and coast

repurposing of
tram between
Portobello and
Leith? To connect
neighbourhoods

city-wide
connection

Civic
Hybrid
Landscape

Data
Centrre

How does it
gain an overall
idea of what
this new Leith
is?

Toronto Lesley
Street Spit

PoP
Underused
railway transform
Portobello to
Leith connection

Hybrid
models for
using port
space

Public
realm?

Repurposing?

Wetland
coastal
landscape

Water of
leith connect to
wild

data centre (to
support a set
of services to
support Leith)
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3/5: MAKING THE
COAST VIBRANT
Edinburgh is a historical city, with both
the medieval Old Town and Georgian New
Town contributing to the city’s identity.
Edinburgh’s future development needs
to be carried out in a way that celebrates
the character of the city’s places and
communities.

Protecting views and access
to the sea:
Many views in Edinburgh are open to
the sea. Modern expansion should echo
historic development, building outwards,
perpendicular to the coastline, ensuring
public access and views to the sea remain,
and that the movements of nature remain a
part of the city’s fabric.

Developing and Edinburgh
City app:
An app aimed at both residents and tourists,
presenting the physical infrastructure of
the city and also encouraging information
exchange across the network – highlighting
local businesses, showcasing events and
telling the stories of the city’s places and
communities. The app could also be used to
solicit views of what locals would like to see
in their neighbourhoods and what outcomes
they would like from coastal development.
Whilst Edinburgh already has various apps
for different aspects of city life, such the
Transport for Edinburgh app, a single app
that collects city data and shares real-time
information with users would improve quality
of life in the city.

A creative idea developed by the group
exploring the Nordic regional scale was to
launch a Nordic Festival – celebrating the
region’s many characters and connecting
Nordic communities across the sea.
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Click here to view
all the ‘Vision
Boards’ online
(zoomable)

Cable car to
Edinburgh
and cycle
path

A place which
acts as Brighton
does to London
- a day out at
the beach

Enhance facilities for
swimming and
community
swimming potentially heated
by energy
generation?

Car show
rooms / DIY
stores ETC

Padstow
precedent

BOAT

Public
transport
connection

HOUSE

Type something

Modern development
echoing historic
development perpendicular to the coast lifting the whole
community not blocking
the sea - keeping the views
public

New harbour on council
land - place making without
gentriﬁcation
Energy generation by
storing and releasign water

Victoria Quay
as sporting
activity hub?
Need more
public realm

Restricts
through
walking
access

Lateral
Connection

Signage and
wayﬁnding
to traverse
the port?

New
Nature
Park?

Massive
Car
Park!

Cycling

Tram

Film
industry?

Toronto has
had success
redeveloping
its water front

Important
heritage
buildings

Natural links
and lines to
shape the
public realm

New Sub sea
cable to allow
new
international
data links

20 Minute
Neighbourhod
New Jobs

no real one
identity?
Masters of
none?

Wind
turbines

Film
Studio

Pedestrian walkway

Civic
Hybrid
Landscape

Data
Centrre

Create 'docks'
to bring the
water to more
peoples'
homes

Wildlife

Exposed
but part of
the
attraction

no clear
wayﬁnding

new housing
developments

Problematic?
Public realm?
Active frontage?

New
Station

Scottish
Venice?

Public
Access?

repurposing of
tram between
Portobello and
Leith? To connect
neighbourhoods

circular cycle
route from
Ediburgh
along the
coast and back

How does it
gain an overall
idea of what
this new Leith
is?

Toronto Lesley
Street Spit

PoP
Underused
railway transform
Portobello to
Leith connection

Hybrid
models for
using port
space

Public
realm?

Repurposing?

Wetland
coastal
landscape

Water of
leith connect to
wild

data centre (to
support a set
of services to
support Leith)
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4/5: ECOLOGY

Modular structures adaptable during
diﬀ season rise and fall like the
tides - transient
form of
accomodation
Reimagining the edge natural vegetated edge to provide
increased resilience to future rise in sea
level
social and cultural connections
engage with wider regions
connective infrastructure for coastline

A key theme that was discussed throughout
the sprint was climate resilience, particularly
in relation to rising sea levels, given
Edinburgh’s coastal position. Groups working
at both the city and neighbourhood scales
proposed increasing the amount of green
space in Edinburgh; creating attractive
public amenities that connect communities
to the coast as well as to neighbouring
communities.

Welcoming water into the city:
The implementation of a series of public
spaces, both along the coastline and
across the city, that are able to flood safely
during storm surges or extreme rainfall, will
contribute to flood resilience. Additional
green space will also reduce the urban heat
island effect and offer co-benefits such as
improved health and well-being, increased
property values and support biodiversity.

Equitably distributed
green spaces:
Participants highlighted the importance
of distributing new green and blue
infrastructure equitably across the city,
given the potential co-benefits they could
bring and the existing spatial inequalities in
Edinburgh. Implemented in partnership with
local communities, nature-based solutions
can be an affordable and scalable tool to
build climate and community resilience
across Edinburgh.

re-use of
decommissioned
oil rig and
buildings

original proposal
(unimplemented)
was to have
Princes St gardens
as a canal

ﬂoating islands tourist villages
outside city
centre, on the
northern edge

Click here to view
all the ‘Vision
Boards’ online
(zoomable)

can we connect the
inner areas better to
the sea - city bypass,
convert to a canal to deliver non
urgent freight

add wind
turbines to
the islands

land
reclamation

a related
thingy

culture tourism
ferry routes to
other areas for
day trips

which leads to this

and another

and so forth

and another!
and so on

ﬂoating structures mobile uses for tourists
eg ﬂoating houses in
the canal which can
then be used for a diﬀ
purposes at another
time

diﬀerent types of
islands ecological
towards the east
nightlife towards
the east

so clever!

inner
swimming
area, ﬂood
defence

improved water
connections can
also improve
health aspects

the city doesn't
currently great
connections to other
cities via the sea
(transport connections
e.g. ferry routes hovercrafts?!)

Tidal
cycles

SKETCH!

URBAN WETLAND

BANKS

maintain what
is there by
protecting

‘The Big U’ project in New York by
Rebuild by Design

PROTECTED AREA

Can this be a
clean,
managed
swimming
area?
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start building
on stilts

NATURAL PROTECTION

Policy urgency sealevel
rise

return to the sea

Recreational
and natural
space to unite
two
communities??

Urban growth
within REAL
ecological
limits

economics
natural
solutions as
attraction

For systematic and
systemic change we
need better policy

newhaven

Maps, plans and aerial
views of Granton

swimming
area

retaining wall
(no other
function?)

Edinburgh
Waterfront
Promenade
Design
Guidance

Above are two good examples of
nature-based solutions for adaptation
at different scales in urban areas.

reclaim natural
coast

NATIONAL SEA PARK

PUBLIC TIDAL POOLS

Natural Zones

Is there an
interface
area: a new
coastline

New Orleans’ Mirabeau
Water Garden

Land here is
very valuable,
ﬁercely
protected by
developers

Sea level rise
by 2050 due
to climate
change

Resilient coastline
planning policies.
Prevent the sale of
NEW homes that are
not ecologically
future proofed.

Sea rise is not a
marginal issue, its not
an unpredictable
externality. It has been
quantiﬁed and needs
to be built into future
city planning.

Most people use
Queensferry for sailing etc

Please choose: 1.YES: I agree to the use
of cookies . 2. NO: I do not agree.

views out to
Fife and
islands in
Firth of Forth

Reclaimed land,
regeneration
and mixed use;
big push fore
more house

more
industrial,
more
inaccessible;
reclaimed land

Seems a clear
wealth divide
along this line

can we
elevate
development
here?

create a natural solution
bringing the water closer to
the system
buﬀer of green natural
sites
LAND PROJECTED TO BE BELOW ANNUAL FLOOD LEVEL IN 2050

5
STRATEGIES
Protected
Zone
(MAP)

Space
for
visibility

Become
islands
over time?

can we
elevate
development
here?
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5/5: APPROPRIATE
DEVELOPMENT
Coastal cities, such as Edinburgh, that have
significant and seasonal tourist populations,
as well as new and growing industries,
need to create sustainable, mixed-use
neighbourhoods that support industry whilst
maintaining the local community’s character.

Hybrid landscapes:
A key idea that emerged from the sprint
was the creation of hybrid landscapes.
Generated by combining traditional urban
planning with small-scale appropriation,
hybrid landscapes strengthen community
sentiment and can reduce the gentrifying
impacts of redevelopment.

Creating ‘las ramblas’
in Edinburgh:

Fostering innovation through
infrastructure:
22@Barcelona is an example of an urban
innovation district that supports industries
and the local community. The district
began as a government-led urban renewal
project in 2000, transforming the rundown
industrial neighbourhood of Poblenou into
a knowledge centre. The co-working district
is home to knowledge-intensive clusters
and promotes collaboration between
universities, entrepreneurs, urban planners
and businesses. Leith could become a
new innovation district in Edinburgh, with
improved digital infrastructure to attract and
support new industries.

Connecting Edinburgh’s West End to the
coast at Leith by creating a 2-mile long
corridor – similar to Barcelona’s Las Ramblas
– would better connect the port to the city
centre and create a destination for tourists
and local businesses.
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Click here to view
all the ‘Vision
Boards’ online
(zoomable)

Cable car to
Edinburgh
and cycle
path

A place which
acts as Brighton
does to London
- a day out at
the beach

Enhance facilities for
swimming and
community
swimming potentially heated
by energy
generation?

Car show
rooms / DIY
stores ETC

Padstow
precedent

BOAT

Public
transport
connection

HOUSE

Type something

Modern development
echoing historic
development perpendicular to the coast lifting the whole
community not blocking
the sea - keeping the views
public

New harbour on council
land - place making without
gentriﬁcation
Energy generation by
storing and releasign water

Victoria Quay
as sporting
activity hub?
Need more
public realm

Restricts
through
walking
access

Lateral
Connection

Signage and
wayﬁnding
to traverse
the port?

New
Nature
Park?

Massive
Car
Park!

Cycling

Tram

Film
industry?

Toronto has
had success
redeveloping
its water front

Important
heritage
buildings

Natural links
and lines to
shape the
public realm

New Sub sea
cable to allow
new
international
data links

20 Minute
Neighbourhod
New Jobs

no real one
identity?
Masters of
none?

Wind
turbines

Film
Studio

Pedestrian walkway

Civic
Hybrid
Landscape

Data
Centrre

Create 'docks'
to bring the
water to more
peoples'
homes

Wildlife

Exposed
but part of
the
attraction

no clear
wayﬁnding

new housing
developments

Problematic?
Public realm?
Active frontage?

New
Station

Scottish
Venice?

Public
Access?

repurposing of
tram between
Portobello and
Leith? To connect
neighbourhoods

circular cycle
route from
Ediburgh
along the
coast and back

How does it
gain an overall
idea of what
this new Leith
is?

Toronto Lesley
Street Spit

PoP
Underused
railway transform
Portobello to
Leith connection

Hybrid
models for
using port
space

Public
realm?

Repurposing?

Wetland
coastal
landscape

Water of
leith connect to
wild

data centre (to
support a set
of services to
support Leith)
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NEXT STEPS/ POTENTIAL
SHORT-TERM ACTIONS
From Buro Happold’s longest running design
sprint, Energy Island, exploring the future of
Cornwall’s green energy, we have found that
to maximise the impact of sprints, they need
to be used as a catalyst for further work.
The initial event creates excitement and
bold ideas, but these need to be followed by
impactful actions. We therefore make the
following recommendations for the City of
Edinburgh in re-imagining its relationship
with the sea:

Lightweight connectivity:
Small changes that could be introduced
immediately – e.g. pop-up events to bring
people to the coast; “pub in the park”
etc., before trying to implement major
infrastructure projects

Making the wild an
accessible amenity:

Community engagement:

With recreational opportunities
– walking tours, community
clean-up and re-planting; light
watercraft tours

Finding out what people want and
what needs the coastline can serve

Making connections:

Opening the coastline to neighbourhoods
with limited access to open space:

To existing local environmental and
community groups to encourage
people working together with
shared goals

Pathways under “hard” infrastructure like
train tracks and roadways, special temporary
road closures to create accessways to the
sea; or an “event” to build excitement for
more permanent works
Re-routing the coast-to-coast bikeway:
To follow the coast within the city’s borders
EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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NEXT STEPS/ POTENTIAL
LONG-TERM ACTIONS
From Buro Happold’s longest running design
sprint, Energy Island, exploring the future of
Cornwall’s green energy, we have found that
to maximise the impact of sprints, they need
to be used as a catalyst for further work.
The initial event creates excitement and
bold ideas, but these need to be followed by
impactful actions. We therefore make the
following recommendations for the City of
Edinburgh in re-imagining its relationship
with the sea:

Creating pedestrian walkways to the sea:
through transport routes or derelict areas
that barricade communities from the coast;
forming educational journeys with meeting
points encouraging interaction

Sensible shoreline
development:
with community engagement
and inclusion at the forefront
of proposals

Large-scale habitat restoration and smart
reduction of hardscaping:
future-proofing the city in the face of
climate change

‘Las Ramblas’ style promenade:
connecting the old city centre to
coastal areas with shops, restaurants
and cultural institutions

Redevelopment of abandoned
industrial and shipping areas:
into residential and
commercial areas

A bath and boathouse for recreational watersports:

Creating a seaside nature center and park:

encouraging people to exercise by offering safe and
free swimming areas

with walkways and restored habitats

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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ENGAGING
WITH OTHERS
Design sprints are excellent mechanisms
for bringing together different people to
explore ideas and apply blue skye thinking.
However, it’s limited to those that attend
the event so we wrote a survey for people
to answer while reviewing the outputs of
the design sprint. These were displayed at
Edinburgh Doors Open Days on 25th and
26th September.

Survey Results:

Edinburgh's Relationship to the Sea Survey
When you enter our office, the displays to the left are the outputs from a recent design sprint
organised as part of the Academy of Urbanism’s 2021 Edinburgh Congress. The design sprint gave
designers an opportunity to think outside normal design restraints and rethink Edinburgh’s
relationship to the Sea. The groups used the opportunities and addressed the challenges, that
Edinburgh’s coastal position offers and produced some bold, ambitious, and radical ideas.
We would really like to understand your views on Edinburgh’s Relationship to the Sea if you are able to
answer the questions below:

1) Do you think of Edinburgh as being a coastal town?
2) How would you describe Edinburgh’s relationship to the sea?
3) Which of the eight display panels do you like best?
4) Which idea on the panels, would you like to see actually happen?
5) How do you think Edinburgh should use the sea or its coastal position?
6) How do you think Edinburgh could improve its connectivity?
7) What do you think communities most need in Edinburgh?
8) How do you think we could improve Edinburgh’s climate resilience?

If you wouldn’t mind telling us a bit about yourself, it will help us analyse the responses (please leave
blank if you do not feel comfortable sharing this information):
•

How long have you lived in Edinburgh?

•

What part of Edinburgh do you live in?

•

Your age:
Under 18

18-35

35-45

45-65

65+

• Many commented that relationship
was underutilised
• Majority felt there was a need for more
greenspace, safer walking/cycling routes,
activities at the sea, renewable energy
sources

Quotes:
“Communities need to feel more part of the city.”
“Edinburgh tends to look to its history,
rather than its future.”

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT
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APPENDIX:
ATTENDEE
BRIEFING
PACK

ATTENDEE BRIEFING PACK
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APPENDIX:
INTRODUCTION
What is a Design Sprint?
Design sprints have been developed across
multiple industries as a way of applying
innovative design thinking in order to
reduce the risk in taking a new product
or service to market. Buro Happold has
adapted this basic methodology of the
design sprint to allow the broad exploration,
across our projects, of key strategic themes
that enable the creation of strategic
roadmaps to achieve agreed outcomes.

June 2021 Design Sprint Edinburgh’s relationship
with the sea:

The design sprint will explore the future
of the Edinburgh coastline and the city’s
relationship with the sea, asking
questions like:

As coastal cities grow, they become
detached from their environmental
surroundings, while still requiring services
from their local ecosystem. The demands
placed on the host ecosystem threaten the
viability of the cities themselves. Coastal
cities such as Edinburgh are facing the
challenges of rising sea levels, a loss of
connection to the sea and the destruction
of habitat, now and in the future.

• How do we ensure that Edinburgh’s
coastline is resilient to future shocks
and stresses?

EDINBURGH’S RELATIONSHIP TO THE SEA | A DESIGN SPRINT

• Are the existing amenities enough?
• Do they promote healthy communities
and neighbourhoods?
• How do we unlock social and economic
potential?
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APPENDIX:
OVERVIEW OF SPRINT
In the first session of the sprint, we will begin
with an introduction to the subject and each
of the scenarios we are going to explore:
Urban neighbourhoods; Climate resilience;
Active space; Tourism; Industry; Culture and
heritage; Seaside ecology; Place identity.
We will then split into different groups, each
exploring a specific scenario.

Group
Info +
Context

The second session will consider the historic
and geographic context of Edinburgh, and
apply the ideas we have developed from the
first session to various sites across the city.
The aim of this design sprint is to explore
ideas quickly and collaboratively, expanding
our thinking around coastal cities. The sprint
will not only explore ideas with today’s
challenges in mind, but will think about other
potential future disruptors and drivers of
change, and explore how future scenarios
could help us reconsider coastal cities’
relationships with the sea.

Group

Group

Feedback

Info +
Context

Group

PART 1:

Wednesday 16th June
4 - 6pm
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Group

Feedback

Sum-up
+ Close

Group

PART 2:

Friday 18th June
2 - 4.15pm
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APPENDIX:
OVERVIEW OF SPRINT
SESSION 1:
Wednesday 16th June 2021,
4 – 6pm

SESSION 2:
Friday 18th June 2021,
2 – 4.15pm

This session is for debate and
blue sky thinking

This session will consider how ideas might be practically
implemented at various scales and character areas in Edinburgh

•
•
•
•

Context and framing today’s challenges – 25 mins
Breakout sessions (in 8 groups) – 45 minutes
Groups to feedback – 40 minutes
Sum up and close – 10minutes
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•
•
•
•
•

Recap session 1 – 5 minutes
Context and framing today’s challenges – 10 minutes
Breakout sessions (in groups) – 60 minutes
Groups to present ideas – 50 minutes
Sum up and close – 10 minutes
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APPENDIX:
LOGISTICS AND LINKS
This is a two-part sprint, 4pm - 6pm
Wednesday 16th and 2pm – 4:15pm Friday
18th June 2021. There will be continuity
between the two sprints, so participants
need to attend both sessions. Please let us
know if you are unavailable for either session.
We would appreciate it if attendees could
join on time.
Also, please be aware that both sessions will
be recorded.

ZOOM LINKS:
Session 1 (Wednesday):
https://burohappold.zoom.us/j/91598821227
Session 2 (Friday):
https://burohappold.zoom.us/j/95357553070

MIRO:
Shared Miro Board:
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_l_d7UG0=/
Miro Tutorial:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sm6FwJZ9k5w
If you have not previously used Miro,
you will need to sign up. Please do so before the session.
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